
S/4 HANA

The SAP Tax Compliance application uses tax-related 
information from many sources to reduce risks by applying 
automation for complete monitoring. All tax compliance 
issues are verified, corrected and documented by utilizing 
machine learning and predictive analytics.

Real-time view is achieved throughout the enterprise on a 
single embedded platform.  Customer’s confidences remain 
supported, production and purchasing are adjusted, changes 
are made quickly, inventory levels are reduced, and 
operational decisions are reached faster and more accurately.
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Unlocking the value of the age of intelligence

SAP S/4HANA

To achieve market dominance companies must tie-in client data to 
anticipate their customer’s wants. Only a foundation that allows for real-
time business information and immediate insight to act will make it 
possible.

Becoming an intelligent enterprise is the next business upgrade which is 
to acquire add intelligent technologies to create new income streams.

Welcome to 

The Age of Intelligence

� Adopting machine learning technology
� Boosting productivity through adaptive user experience
� Empowering revenue growth via real-time information 
� Accelerating time to value by way of built-in best practices
� Simplifying IT landscape to eliminate redundancies 
� Reducing IT costs to focus more on strategic pursuits

The Future is Here 

for Those Who Take Action
As an intelligent enterprise, your business can stay on pace by



To get free trial 30 days, please contact us
https://lawson.co.th/

Email : info@lawson.co.th
Tel/Fax: + 66 2248 8432

Unlocking the value of the age of intelligence

SAP S/4HANA

Preparing to Migrate to SAP S/4HANA
With Precision and Devoid of Disruption

Enterprises that migrate to the intelligent platform, powered by SAP S/4HANA, acquire significant advantages 
over their competitors. With SAP by your side, you can unlock such business values for a seamless, clearly 
mapped out transition to a digital core of intelligence and connectivity.

Begin your journey to SAP S/4HANA with four simple steps:

Outline your strategy
Plan the an appointment

and get the executive buy-in
Create your migration plan

Consider your options Present your proposal
Determine where and

how ROI will be achieved

Construct your future
Find the best practices that 

will ensure business success
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